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ABSTRACT

In Part I of this report we developed analytical expressions which

represent exactly the energy density spectra of "digitisation processes"

that are essentially involved in spectral analysis of continuous signals.

SeiU.-^s, we related the spectral energy density of each digitization

process to the parameters of the exact spectral energy density of the

correspondina sianal. On this 'basis, ve briefly discussed the forms of

distortions (or false structures) which are present in normally computed

power spectra when the corresponding spectra of the digitization processes

are not sufficiently decoupled ' -..;, or nullified in the computed spectra.

The biggest worry with regard to these distortions is not only that they

may mask the actual Information contained in the ordinal signal, but also

they may tempt the researcher to establish false characteristics about the

signal involved.. It is, in this context, that any reasonable method that

could be used (even conditionally) to pinpoint false structures in computed

power spectra would be both timely and useful.

A simple, handy guidance through.which some portions of computed

energy density spectra which are dominated by the false structures mentioned

above, can be located is presented herein. Equations are presented which

pive the various frequencies at which false peaks may be located in such

"contaminated" portions of computed energy density spectra. The occurrence

of frequency shifts in computed power spectra Is also briefly discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is openly acknowledged that neither an indirect nor a direct method

of spectral analysis so far produces power spectra that are completely free

of distortions [e.g. Baggeroer, 1978]. In fact, serious doubts have been

intermittently expressed, over the past few years, regarding the accuracy of

(some) current spectral estimation techniques [e.g. Nitzberg 1979]. Owing

to the fact that such techniques have been (and still are) extensively popular

in numerous research and other projects all over the world, there is strong

cause and reason for vast efforts to be channelled towards investigating the

named doubts. Expectedly, reports that are devoted to improving the current

techniques of spectral power computation are quite numerous in the literature

[e.g. Hewman 1977; Konyayev 1978; Pearlman and Gray 1978; Savage and Swamy

1978; Morf et al. 1978; Eabiner and Allen 1979].

In this paper we suggest a simple method by which energy density

spectra computed on the basis of the direct spectral analysis method may be

made more free of distortions. This method is based on the full analytical

understanding of energy density spectra of digitization processes that has

•been presented in Part I. The other methods that have been aiming at the

same or comparable goal include the maximum entropy method (HEM), the maximum

likelihood method and the method by Pisarenko[see for example Priestley 1981].

The approach adopted by all the last three methods is to make use of certain

high resolution, adaptive algorithms in arriving at the desired spectral power

estimates. Each of these "indirect" methods of spectral analysis is much

more involving than the direct method upon which the present paper is based

(see appendix in the case of MEM and maximum likelihood methods). Each of

the two most popular indirect methods of spectral analysis (i.e. the MEM and

maximum likelihood method) does have notable shortcomings. The former has

greater spectral resolution and more spurious structures than the latter.

On the other hand, the MEM lacks the stability that is wielded by the maximum

likelihood method [Baggeroer 1978 and references therein]. Although the

maximum likelihood method has not yet reached the level of popularity wielded

by the MEM, it has nevertheless been gathering some reckonable attention.

Recently, Clements [1982] analysed seismic data using different spectral

techniques and finally concluded that the two methods that have best results

were the homomorphic deconvolution technique [e.g. Qppenheim et al. 1968]

and the maximum likelihood technique.
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As mentioned above, the approach adopted in this paper is baaed upon

the direct (conventional) method of spectral analysis as veil as the contents

of Part I. It is worth noting that despite the existence of some indirect

methods of spectral analysis, the conventional Fourier transform technique

still offers considerable use and popularity in scientific research [e.g.

Brigham 1971* i Chat field 1975, Hopgood 1976; Amaldi et al. 1961a, 198lb;

Agrawal 198l; Eisenberger 1982].

A given raw signal f{t) may be spectrally analysed in accordance

with at least two categories of procedure. In the first category, the signal

is digitized and thereafter spectrally analysed without 'being subjected to

any further processes in the time domain (.PIF.1). This is apparently the-

simplest procedure, vtiether it is done ~IL~-manually or using el&atTOnde •

means. The resultant energy density spectrum is thus given as |F(XU) • Pp{m) |

as shown in the figure. In the second.category, the signal is. first digitized,

and then subjected to filtering an-d/or other time-domain processes before being

spectrally analysed (Fig.2). In.the latter figure, the term g"(tj takes into

account all significant intentional processes (e.g. filtering) as well as

any accidental processes (e.g. mistakes made during digitization) that the

signal goes through in the time domain. The computed energy density spectrum

in this case is given as | [G(u) * Pj,(")] * F(w)| . The basic philosophy

behind the method suggested in this paper is that if we can sufficiently

relate G(u) and Pj,(u) to F(m) and also maximise our analytical (or otherwise)

understanding of these terms, then we can make use of this understanding In-

establishing (at least) some distortions introduced by them in the computed

energy ox power spectra.. Thereafter we may decide on how to decouple the

distortions from the latter. On this basis, we can use the knowledge of PnC"1)

to "purify" the energy density spectrum computed in the first category above

when the latter is maximally distorted, i.e. when PD(w) dominates maximally

over F((u) in the computed energy spectrum. Thus once the latter condition is

fulfilled (see Part I), we only have to "maximise" our knowledge upon the

"troublesome" term PT.(M) an<i then use our maximised knowledge to try to

decouple its influence from |P (u) * F(u>)| and hence establish a more accurate

form of energy spectrum. Note that both Pjjt'o) and F(w) are related to some

extent. In a similar way, we may maximise our knowledge upon G(iu) * Pj)(<")

and then use it to decouple the influence of G((u) * F̂ fta) from the computed

energy spectrum in category two above. Of course attainment of success in

this case will be relatively more difficult since we need to know precisely

the form of G{w) and also that of G(u>) * P p W . The latter becomes extremely

difficult when the signal is carelessly handled or when it is subjected to too

complex processes in the time domain.
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II. FALSE IRREGULARITIES IH ENERGY.SPECTRA

The spectral, energy density |P. (ui)| computed fron a digitized

arbitrary signal P(t) has teen expressed analytically in Part I. In the rest

of this paper, we shall device a method by which distortions in |Pr(<«>)| may

be reduced when the latter is maximally distorted, i.e. when it is dominated

by the energy spectrum of the digitization process involved. Besides, our

analysis will be based upon Fig.l; but it should be noted that similar

analysis may also be extended to Fig.2. The notations employed below carry

the same definitions as already given in Part I.

.If the undit-igized form of P(t) is such that either the different

.values', of kX. do not differ much from the different values of T.M , or_
J . J J

if the converse is true but at the same time the values of kX do not differ
J

significantly from one another while also the different values of T.M do

not significantly differ from one another, or_ if there is significant

separation between any two terms (or small groups of terms) from the totality
p

of terms in both kX and TjM , then the computed form of [p1, (u)) | will

systematically be zero (or minimum) with respect to u> for regularly close

values of u within certain regions of |P,(iu)j . These minimum points will

occur at values of frequencies given by the following equations:

kX,

except for n = bX , where b = 0,1,2,..., and n = 1,2,..,, and
J

(1)

(2)

except for n = bH

Two interesting points may be raised in connection with the last two

equations. According to Eq.(l), the least frequency at which a minimum in

the computed energy spectrum occurs is when n = 1, at least. Besides, in

order that minimum resolution or detectabllity of all the fundamental

frequency components in (undigitized) P(t) may possibly be attained, x. 1 2
J

for all values of j. Thus for bare minimum resolution (of the fundamental

frequency components), the smallest frequency in |P,(n))| at which a minimum

may possibly locate i t se l f cannot exceed w = — It should be noted here

that the l a t t e r is exactly equal to the well-known "Kyquist frequency".



According to Eq.. (2), no minimum may locate itself at any frequency

less than ID , such that

maximum(T M )
J J

(3)

For data whose overall time strecrth T is much greater than the periods of
their frequency components, Eq,(3) inay be approximated into the form

It is therefore clear that in the energy spectrum , minima may occur

between ID and the Nyquist frequency. However, no minimum may locate itself

at any frequency less than uQ.

corresponding Hyquist frequency.

Note that the latter is less than the

On closely examining R (u), we find that some peaks (i.e. maxima)
2 J 2

F5(")f.will occur in jP, [u)\ while they are at the same time absent from

These peaks are, therefore, spurious structures in the computed power spectrum,

and they appear at the frequencies given by the equations

2n+l

2n+l
2X k

J
and

( 5 )

(6 )

( 7 )
J

Ideally, a l l these spurious peaks should not be mistaken for real peaks in the
energy spectra. In fact, if a l l spurious peaks could be eliminated (or simply
ignored) in the energy spectra, then the remaining (unignored) structures of
the spectra would certainly form more purified or more accurate structures
of the expected energy spectra.

The last three equations should contribute in setting standardized
formulae through which decisions should be made on whether certain peaks
in computed energy or power spectra deserve to be ignored. I t should be
borne in mind that some authors have, at one time or another, felt the need
to ignore some peaks in computed power spectra.. For example, King et a l . [19T7]
carried out spectral analysis of a 10-year stretch of daily sunspot numbers and
obtained clear peaks at periods 20-5 days, 21.k days, 2h.9 days, 26.2 days,
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27.5 days and 30.7 days. However, they remarked that the peaks at 30-7 days,

Zk.9 days and 26.2 days did not represent real lasting periodicities. There

are other numerous cases wherein the need to ignore certain peaks in computed

power spectra, has been felt [e.g. Miller and Zeitz, 1971; Hall 197^;

Cevolani and Formiggini 198l]. Unless some standard procedure by which unreal

peaks in computed power spectra can be rightly identified and treated

accordingly is effected, spectral analyses of signals are likely to make

incorporation of misleading distortions a normal feature, toother consequence

is that different spectral analyses of the same signal may yield different

results. For example, Bain [1975], Shapiro [1975] and Dyer [1976] performed

spectral analysis on the same data, separately, and obtained different results.

III. PRACTICAL ELIMIHATIOH OF SPUBIOUS STRUCTURES

In the light of paper I and the section above, maximally

distorted energy spectrum may be purified sufficiently to yield more

realistic and accurate features of the signal involved. Ideally this may

be done by removing all the false peaks and minima from the computed energy

spectrum as illustrated in Fig.3. The practical problem regarding implementation

of this procedure is that while we have formulae that give us the locations

of false peaks (i.e. equations (5)-(7)), it is relatively more difficult to

have such formulae for false minima when the signal involved is complex. It

is quite easy on the other hand to have formulae that give locations of false

minima when only a single sinusoid signal is involved - in fact such formulae

are given by Eqs,(l} and (2) if j is fixed. When a signal is truely made

up of several sinusoids, the spectral structures attributed to each sinusoid

add up together, and one consequence of this is that some of the false peaks

may group together to create more false minima among themselves.

Since it is more difficult to locate the false minima, we will

concentrate our efforts on eliminating the false peaks from computed energy

spectra. The fact that we do not consider eliminating the false minima should

not sound too alarming because, in practice, establishment of sinusoidal

structures is based upon the existence of peaks in power spectra. An effective

method of eliminating false peaks from computed energy spectra is illustrated

in Fig.l*. The obvious snag that stands in the way of smooth implementation of

the latter is perhaps how to estimate T , M Z , §jjnj-p , f f ^ ^ f f ^ •
J J J J

A close examination of |R (UJ)|, JF, (w) | and Eqs,(5), (6) and (7) in this paper

shows that, under the conditions) stated above, there will be a set of false

peaks corresponding to each fundamental frequency component in the rav signal.
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In the computed energy spectrum, the peak of the latter component will be

followed (within the Hyquist frequency) "by an orderly, equally-spaced series

of the. relatively lower peaks of the false maxima. In other words, each real

fundamental frequency component actually present in the raw signal will be

identified, in the computed energy spectrum by a single high peak followed "by

a neat series of false peaks in arithmetic order. Therefore, once a

fundamental component (say the j component) is spotted on the basis of this,

then its corresponding parameters M , X, and Z will easily be established
J J J

numerically from the knowledge of the time length of the original signal and

the sampling procedure adopted. The same process can then be applied to all

the remaining fundamental frequency components. What it finally amounts to

is that the computed energy spectrum is a mixture of peaks for all the

fundamental frequency components (and any real harmonics thereof) together

with arithmetic series of false peaks, each of these series being "connected"

to a peak of a fundamental frequency component. Extensive practical

demonstration of the method described herein has however been left for a

future publication, Wh&t we have done here is just to present its

theoretical justification.

IV. FREQUENCY SHIFTS IN COMPUTED ENERGY SPECTRA

So far we have concentrated on the conditions wherein the peak

structures in |P,(«)| are much narrower or thinner than those in |R.(u>)|-

Let us now consider the condition wherein the peak structures in both |P.(tu)]

and |R (u)j approach delta functions. In this case |P {iu)| would consist

of delta peaks corresponding to the frequencies given "by the equation

j q

Let us denote the frequencies at which delta peaks will form in |R (u)|

the equation

11

ID = > ill ,

y

where M i s a constant

m = 1

Obviously, the l a t t e r frequencies may be obtained from the expressions given

in Part I . On t h i s has i s the computed energy spectrum jP^tiu)! ( e . g . see

Part I) may "be wr i t t en in the form

-T-

|2 =

j = 1 [ L q = 1

b Sfiu-w,) * / a 6(UI-ID

^ (

w )

since convolution operation obeys the distributive law and also since

i 6(x-b) <S(y-x) dx » <S(y-b) and hence

5(x-bQ) * 6(x-cQ) = j 5(y-b0) S(x'-y) dy = 6(x'-bQ) ,

where hQ and cQ are constants and x' = x - cft . Note that a^ and

b are constants for given values of q and m. I t is clear from the

las t equation that the frequencies at which peaks form in the computed

spectrum are those at which peaks form in | f 5 (w) | 2 £2* shifted forward

by the frequencies \ v>m-
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V.

Wfl have suggested a method by which computed energy spectra may be

freed or spurious peaks and hence made more accurate. Implementation of this

method involves deriving certain parameter estimations from the "unpurified"

computed'energy spectra. In addition, we have shown that under certain

stated conditions, considerable frequency shifts can take place in computed

energy cpectra. Such frequency shifts have been shown . analytically.

The method described in this paper is suitable for estimating energy

spectra, of signals whose actual Fourier transforms contain fairly sharp

peaks. However, when the Fourier transforms of the corresponding digitization

processes consist of equally or co-parably sharp peaks, then the frequency

shifts mentioned atiove will p_ ..cipitate.
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APPEIffllX

A.I Summary of the HEM

Since details of the MEM have been given in numerous articles including

some references ineorportaed in this paper, it is probably not essential that

those details should be presented here. However, some of the salient points

about this method {when applied to a series of equally spaced data points)

can be summarized as follows.

Consider data points whose Fourier series coefficients are denoted by

W(n) such that W(n) is known only up to n = M. Let the power spectrum of

W(n) be denoted by F(<">). In this case, the latter is given as

W(n) e-inTu (A.la)

where i • -1 and T denotes period. Since W(n) is known only for n f M,

we cannot apply Eq.(A.la) directly in computing P(ui) which is accurate even

for |n| > M. In order to get around this problem, the entropy involved in

the data is maximized as follows. Let the entropy in the data be denoted by

R. Then by definition of entropy,

R = - In P(nj) d(u (A-lb)

Now, since we already know W(n) for n ^ M, we maximize H with respect to W{n)

for |n| > M. Thus

J3W(n)
(A.lc)

The last equation implies that the term 1/P(ui) has zero Fourier series

coefficients for all |n| > M. On this basis, we can write Eq.(A.la) in the

P(u>) (A.2)

n = -M

where b^ is a coefficient. Full expression for P(tu) may then be obtained

from a solution of 2M+1 equations which involve the b 's. After going through
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involving mathematical manipulations (e.g. see Burg v-' >; Fukuyama 1977) it

can be shown that

P(f)
AtP

(A.3)
I X

1 - > a exp[-iimAt]
l_ _̂  mn
n = 1

where u * 2i:f,

At = data sampling interval,

f = frequency, limited to Nyquist interval -l/2At * f <f l/2At,

and the (m+l) long prediction-error filter r is related to the coefficients

and the autocorrelation with lag j , Here denoted by a , by the matrix
mn
equation

J'

ml

Eq_. (A. 3) can easily be converted into the more common expression (e.g.

Currie 1975)

P(f) =
H (A.U)

k = 1

, thwhere y - k coefficient of the H-point prediction error f i l t e r ,
A

P = mean output power of the series after whitening by a filter of

length H,

and 0 ,< f < f where f = l/2At is the Nyquist frequency.
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A.2 Summary of the maximum likelihood method

Suppose we take a total of H (random) measurements of a certain

distribution. Let the measurements be represented generally by M where

M = m , m0, m ,...,HL, . Let the distribution be characterized by a total

of R parameters represented generally by P vhere F = p ,p ,p ,...,p .

If the particular distribution we have taken has a. probability density

function denoted by f(M,P), then all the N measurements have a joint

probability function L(M,P) given as

L(M,P) = (A.5)

i =

The function L(M,P) is usually called "likelihood functJ-on". If we know P,

then we can compute the joint probability of any set M of measurements. The

basic logic behind the maximum likelihood method is that maximum confidence

is attached to the particular estimates of P for which L(M,P) is maximum for

a given set M. A particular estimate of P (for which L(M,P) is maximum) is

obtained by solving the simultaneous equations that are formed when the

logarithm of L(M,P) is differentiated with respect to P and then equated to

zero. The resultant simultaneous equations take the form

~- in L(M,P) = 0
1

r^- in L(M,P) = 0

^ - Jin L(M,P) « 0 .

Now suppose that P_ is an estimator for P that is not biased. Then i t
means that if an average of P_ is taken over the values of P, the result
will inevitably be the actual values of P. In other words,

E(PT) - P = 0 (A.6)

where E is the expectation in regard of the distribution of samples in p,_.

After certain mathematical manipulations which may be sought elsewhere

[e.g. see Baggeroer 197.8 and references attached; Priestley 1901], it can
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be shown that the ultimate spectral power P(f) is given as

P(f) =

- 1 - 1

where = 1, >2 4 \ as well as <a carry

the notations already given above and since superscript T denotes complex
T

conjugate transpose, H may easily be derived from the H given above.
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Continuous signal
f(t) whose exact
Fourier transform
is F(«)

Digitization process

D(t) whose exact Fourier
transforn is Pp,(tj)

Quasi-continuous
signal given as
D(t) f(t)

Energy s pe ct rum
given as

Direct
spectral
analysis

Continuous signal
f(t) whose exact
Fourier transform
is P(u)

Digitization process

D(t) whose exact Fourier
transform is PTNW)

Quasi-continuous
signal of the
form D(t) f(t.)

Energy spectrum
given as

Direct

spectral analysis

Signal of the
form D(t) g(t)
f(t)

Filtering and/
or other
processes in
the tî ie domain
represented by
g(t) whose exact
Fourier trans-
form is

Block diagram illustrating the procedure by which a signal is spectrally

analysed after minimum processing in the time domain.

Block diagram illustrating the procedure by which a signal is spectrally

analysed after undergoing multi-processing in the time domain.
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Undigitized
signal

Signal is processed
(e.g. digitized) before
spectral analysis

Fairly accurate
energy spectrum

Direct spectral
analysis

Standard criteria for
locating false minima
and false peaks in the
computed energy spectrum
are set

The set criteria are used
to eliminate false minima
and false peaks from the
computed energy spectrum

Illustration of a generalized method of purifying computed energy spectra

by eliminating the false minima and peaks.
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Undigitized
signal

Signal
(e.g.
before

is processed
digitized)
spectral

analysis

Fairly accurate
energy spectrum

Identify the frequencies
corresponding to all significant
peaks and hence estimate
values of T., K. and Z, for
all values of j J j

Eliminate all peaks at frequencies
2n+l 2n+l , 2n+l
?T.M. ' 2X.k

and
2ZA

for all

values of n and j provided that the
Hyquiut frequency is not exceeded

A simplified and hence more practical version of Fig.3-
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